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The bonding patterns between small neutral gold Au3ene7 and hydrogen fluoride (HF)1eme4 clusters are discussed
using a high-level density functional approach. Two types of interactions, anchoring Au-F and F-H‚‚‚Au,
govern the complexation of these clusters. The F-H‚‚‚Au interaction exhibits all the characteristics of
nonconventional hydrogen bonding and plays a leading role in stabilizing the lowest-energy complexes. The
anchor bonding mainly activates the conventional F-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds within HF clusters and reinforces
the nonconventional F-H‚‚‚Au one. The strength of the F-H‚‚‚Au bonding, formed between the terminal
conventional proton donor group FH and an unanchored gold atom, depends on the coordination of the involved
gold atom: the less it is coordinated, the stronger its nonconventional proton acceptor ability. The strongest
F-H‚‚‚Au bond is formed between a HF dimer and the singly coordinated gold atom of a T-shape Au4

cluster and is accompanied by a very large red shift (1023 cm-1) of the ν(F-H) stretch. Estimations of the
energies of formation of the F-H‚‚‚Au bonds for the entire series of the studied complexes are provided.

1. Introduction

Within the classical theory of hydrogen bonding (see refs
1-8 and ref 9 for current review and references therein), the
atoms F, N, O, C, P, S, Cl, Se, Br, and I, having a lone pair of
sp-electrons, act as proton acceptors in forming conventional
hydrogen bonds. Some transition metals also show a propensity
to behave similarly with conventional proton donors, thereby
generating nonclassical or nonconventional hydrogen bonds.10

We have recently demonstrated that the coinage-metal cluster,
Au3, acts alike with formamide and formic acid,11a and DNA
bases.11b It forms weak nonconventional N-H‚‚‚Au and O-H‚
‚‚Au hydrogen bonds, provided that another Au atom of the
cluster is anchored to the nitrogen or oxygen atoms of these
molecules. We refer to these hydrogen bonds as “anchor-
assisted” in order to emphasize that the anchor bond plays the
leading role in stabilizing the entire complex. It induces a
substantial charge redistribution that makes the lone pair of 5d(2-
and 6s-electrons of the unanchored gold atom available for a
conventional proton donor. The upper bound for the strength
of these weak nonconventional H-bonds was estimated to be
within 3-5 kcal‚mol-1.

In this paper, we discuss nonconventional H-bonding between
Au3ene7 gold clusters and typical, classical hydrogen-bonded
systems, the hydrogen fluoride clusters (HF)2eme4 (see ref 12
for current review and references therein). In doing so, our aim
is 2-fold. First, it is demonstrated that the ability of small neutral
gold clusters to act as proton acceptors is not limited to trimers
but extends to somewhat larger neutral clusters, Au4ene7, that
too can form nonconventional F-H‚‚‚Au hydrogen bonds with

(HF)2eme4. Using a high-level density functional approach, we
provide below a clear evidence that the resulting F-H‚‚‚Au
bond shares all the common features of conventional hydrogen
bonds and is stronger than the nonconventional H-bonds we
investigated previously.11

Our second aim is to show that with the (HF)2eme4 clusters,
the hydrogen bonding interaction is the key factor that deter-
mines the stabilization of the complexes under study. This is
unlike the case of the complexes between Au3 and formamide,
formic acid, and DNA bases, where the formation of the
anchoring N-Au or O-Au is a necessary prerequisite for the
nonconventional N-H‚‚‚Au or O-H‚‚‚Au bonding to take
place.

The paper is organized as follows. The computational aspects
are outlined in section 2. In section 3, we first discuss in
subsection 3.1 the structure and energetics of the Au3-
(HF)1eme4 complexes. We in particular emphasize how the
mechanism for the stabilization of the Au3-(HF)m complexes
varies when more than one HF molecules interact with the gold
trimer. In subsection 3.2, we discuss the effect of increasing
the size of the Au cluster on the stability of the Aun-(HF)2
complexes. Concluding remarks and a summary of the results
are provided in section 4.

2. Computational Methodology

All computations of the complexes Au3ene7-(HF)1eme4 were
conducted using the GAUSSIAN 03 package of quantum
chemical programs.13 The Kohn-Sham self-consistent-field
formalism was used in conjunction with the hybrid density
functional B3LYP potential. The basis sets chosen are
6-311++G(2d,2p) (≡A) and aug-cc-pVTZ (≡B) for the hy-
drogen fluoride clusters (see ref 14 for current use of these basis
sets in computations of the rings (HF)1eme4) and the energy-
consistent 19-5s25p65d106s1-valence-electron relativistic effec-
tive core potential (RECP) of Ermler, Christiansen and co-
workers15 for the gold atoms (for its recent application to gold
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clusters see ref 16 and references therein). All geometrical
optimizations were carried out with the keywords “tight” and
“Int)UltraFine”. The harmonic vibrational frequencies, zero-
point vibrational energies (ZPVE), and enthalpies were also
calculated. The reported binding energies are ZPVE-corrected.

Within the present computational approach, the triangular
structure of Au3 gold cluster is characterized by the electronic
energy of-407.907290 hartree, ZPVE) 0.418 kcal‚mol-1, and
the enthalpy equal to-407.900617 hartree. Its geometry is
determined byr(Au1-Au2) ) r(Au2-Au3) ) 2.654 Å,r(Au1-
Au3) ) 2.992 Å, and the bond angle∠Au1Au2Au3 ) 68.6°.
The chain structure Au3ch is characterized by the electronic
energy of-407.911124 hartree, ZPVE) 0.427 kcal‚mol-1, and
the enthalpy equal to-407.904441 hartree. Its bond lengths
r(Au1-Au2) ) r(Au1-Au3) ) 2.619 Å and the bond angle
∠Au2Au1Au3 ) 115.2°. The chain structure is the most stable
conformer of Au3 lying below the triangle structure by 2.4
kcal‚mol-1, after ZPVE (this value is however within a range
of a so-called density functional margin equal approximately
to 4 kcal‚mol-1; see ref 16 for the definition). Throughout the
present work, Au3 is identified with the triangular gold cluster.
The B3LYP properties of the (HF)1eme4 clusters are very similar
to those early reported in refs 12 and 14 (see in particular Table
2 of ref 14a and also ref 17). The necessary and sufficient
conditions that define conventional hydrogen bonds1-9 (see also
ref 18) were early summarized in ref 11a.

3. Nonconventional F-H···Au Hydrogen Bonding in
Au3-(HF)1eme4 and Au4ene7-(HF)2

3.1. Potential Energy Surfaces of the Au3-(HF)1eme4

Interaction. The complex Au3-HF has two nearly isoenergetic
conformers, Au3-HFI and Au3-HFII, shown in Figure 1 (Au3-
HFII is slightly lower by∆Eb ) 0.3 kcal‚mol-1). The transition-

state structure Au3-HFts, also shown in Figure 1, links Au3-
HFI to Au3-HFII. The corresponding barrier is only 0.1
kcal‚mol-1 so that the HF molecule almost freely rotates
between the two positions it occupies in Au3-HFI and Au3-
HFII.

The complex Au3-HFI is mainly stabilized via a gold-
halogen anchor bonding. The formation of the gold-halogen
anchor bond is accompanied by an electron charge transfer from
the F1 atom to the Au3 cluster that induces minor changes in
the HF bond length (of∼0.004-0.005 Å) and F-H stretch,
ν(F-H) (of ∼-60 cm-1) compared to the isolated HF molecule.
On the other hand, the Au4-H2 contact, whose Au-H separation
of 2.98 Å exceeds 2.86 Å, the sum of the van der Waals radii
of Au and H, is very weak.

In contrast, the interaction between the unanchored gold atom
Au4 and the HF molecule, resulting in the F1-H2‚‚‚Au4 bonding,
is the main stabilization factor of the complex Au3-HFII. This
is indicated by the two following geometrical features: (i) the
anchor bond in Au3-HFII is much weaker than in Au3-HFI

(viz., 2.78 Å vs 2.56-2.58 Å, respectively) and (ii) the Au4-
H2 contact is much shorter, 2.54-2.56 Å vs 2.98 Å. It is even
∼0.02 Å shorter than the anchor bond in Au3-HFI. In addition,
the formation of the F1-H2‚‚‚Au4 bond in Au3-HFII induces
significant changes in both interacting species. Within the HF
molecule, the F1-H2 bond elongates by 0.017 Å, the corre-
spondingν(F1-H2) stretching vibrational mode downshifts by
370-379 cm-1 (its IR activity is enhanced by a factor of 5),
and the proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) chemical
shift δσiso(H2) of the bridging proton in the F1-H2‚‚‚Au4 bond
goes downfield by-2.6 ppm. This value is close to the value,
δσiso(H) ) -2.8 ppm, of the bridging proton in water dimer,
which is the classical representative of hydrogen-bonded
systems.18c These changes, affecting three different observables
of the HF molecule, are induced by its interaction with a three-
gold cluster. They are typical (see refs 1-9 and 11) of the
nonconventional hydrogen bond F1-H2‚‚‚Au4 that stabilizes the
complex Au3-HFII. In this bond, the unanchored atom Au4 of
the gold trimer acts as a nonconventional proton acceptor with
respect to the conventional F-H donor group.

In addition, the total potential energy surface (PES) of Au3-
HF also includes two conformers, Au3

ch-HFI and Au3
ch-HFII,

formed by the chain three-gold cluster, Au3
ch, and the HF

molecule (Figure 2). Their relevant properties are summarized
in Table 1. In fact, they are slightly more stable (within 1.0-
1.4 kcal‚mol-1) than those formed with the triangle gold cluster
Au3. Their formation, which solely occurs via the nonconven-
tional F-H‚‚‚Au hydrogen bonding, demonstrates that this type
of bonding is able to stabilize the Au3-HF complex without
the presence of an anchoring Au-F bond.

As the numberm of HF molecules involved in the complex-
ation with a triangle gold cluster Au3 increases from 1 to 4, the
two basic interactions, viz., the anchoring Au-F and F-H‚‚‚
Au bonding, cooperatively complement each other in stabilizing
the most stable conformers, Au3-(HF)2eme4

I, displayed in
Figures 3 (m ) 2), 4 and 5 (m ) 3), and 6 and 7 (m ) 4). The
Au3-(HF)2eme4

I complexes can be structurally viewed as those
where the Au-Au bonds simply play the part of one or two
further HF molecules and can be therefore considered as
resembling the structures of the (HF)m+1 or (HF)m+2 rings. In
particular, the complexes Au3-(HF)3eme4

I can be treated as
originating either from an insertion of the triangle gold cluster
in the ring (HF)3eme4 or by substitution of a HF monomer or
its dimer of the (HF)m+1 or (HF)m+2 rings, respectively, by Au3.
(by a direct analogy with ref 14). The complexes Au3

ch-

Figure 1. Lower-energy complexes of Au3-HF obtained within the
B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F)
(lower entry) approaches. Some selected properties of these complexes
relevant for a further discussion are collected in Table 1. The complex
Au3-HFI is almost twice as polar (2.6-2.8 D) as the Au3-HFII one
(1.4-1.5 D). The transition-state structure Au3-HFts is identified within
the B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪A(H,F) approach. The bond lengths are given
in Å and bond angles in deg.
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(HF)1eme2 are shown in Figure 2. The latter are, however, less
stable, as follows from Table 1, and are therefore less important
for the discussion below.

The anchor bond Au-F in the series Au3-(HF)2eme4
I

gradually contracts from 2.39 to 2.41 Å (m ) 2) to 2.32-2.34
Å (m ) 4) and hence strengthens asm increases (see Table 1).
This is also true of the contact H‚‚‚Au between the terminal
hydrogen of the HF cluster and the unanchored gold atom (see
Figures 1, 3-7) whose length decreases from 2.23 to 2.25 Å
(m ) 2) to 2.11-2.13 Å (m ) 4). These two cooperative
interactions lead to an increase of the binding energy (and of
the absolute value of the enthalpy of formation,∆Hf, defined
in the legend of Table 1) of the planar complexes Au3-
(HF)1eme3

I when m increases from 1 to 3. Specifically, asm
goes from 1 to 2,Eb abruptly rises by ca. 8 kcal‚mol-1. It is
unlikely that such a large change inEb arises from the hydrogen
bonding within (HF)2, whose binding energy itself amounts only
3-5 kcal‚mol-1.12,17 Rather, the large increase inEb can be
explained in terms of a stronger character of both the anchor
Au-F and the F-H‚‚‚Au bonds in Au3-(HF)2I compared to
Au3-HFI and Au3-HFII. When m ) 3, the corresponding
complex Au3-(HF)3I possesses the largestEb ≈ 14 kcal‚mol-1.
The large binding energy of Au3-(HF)3I is partly a consequence

of the rather low binding energy of the (HF)3 ring, which results
itself from the strongly nonlinear hydrogen bonds (see refs 12,
14, and 17). The local structure of the (HF)3 moiety in Au3-
(HF)3I is much closer to the structures of (HF)4 or (HF)5,
oligomers with much stronger hydrogen bonds.

A binding of one additional HF molecule to Au3-(HF)3I

results in the slightly puckered complex Au3-(HF)4I (Figure
6) whose binding energy is lowered to∼10 kcal‚mol-1

compared to that in Au3-(HF)3I, despite the contraction by 0.06
Å of the Au-F anchor bond. In terms of∆Εa ) Em - (Em-1 +
E1) whereEk is the total energy of the cluster (HF)k, it is less
stable than Au3-(HF)3I. On the other hand, in terms of∆Eb )
(Em - mE1)/m, Au3-(HF)4I, which structurally resembles either
(HF)5 or (HF)6, is not less stable than Au3-(HF)3I: notice that
the cyclic complex (HF)6 is also slightly puckered, but its
hydrogen bonds are still stronger than those in (HF)5 (see ref
12).

We therefore demonstrate that the two types of interaction,
that between the gold and fluorine atoms, and that between the
unanchored atom of gold and the terminal HF molecule,
determine the bonding patterns in the studied complexes Au3-
(HF)2eme4

I. The gold-halogen anchoring activates the neigh-
boring F-H‚‚‚F conventional hydrogen bond and partially

Figure 2. Lower-energy complexes of Au3
ch-HF and Au3ch-(HF)2 obtained within the B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP-

(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry) approaches. Some selected properties of these complexes relevant for a further discussion are collected in Table 1. The
bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles in deg. In addition, the values of some bond angles of the structures Au3

ch-(HF)2I: ∠Au5F1H2 )
88.6°A, 88.1°B, ∠H2F3H4 ) 110.8°A, 110.1°B; and Au3

ch-(HF)2II: ∠Au5F1H2 ) 93.1°A, 92.8°B, ∠H2F3H4 ) 94.5°A, 94.1°B.
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causes a charge redistribution within the three-gold and the
hydrogen fluoride clusters (for example, the Mulliken charges
in the complex Au3-(HF)2eme4

I are changed as∆q(F1) ) 0.067,
∆q(H2) ) -0.014,∆q(F3) ) 0.040,∆q(H4) ) -0.101,∆q(Au5)
) 0.170, and∆q(Au6) ) 0.018 |e| relative to those in the
monomers). On the other hand the intermolecular F-H‚‚‚Au
bonding governs the coordination of the terminal HF molecule
to Au3 cluster: the lone pair of the 5d(2- and 6s-electrons of
its unanchored atom of Au3 being available for the conventional
proton donor F-H group. Selected features of these intermo-
lecular F-H‚‚‚Au bonds in the complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4

I are
gathered in Table 2. Their comparison with the necessary and
sufficient conditions, defining conventional hydrogen bonds (refs
1-9 and 11), leads to the conclusion that these bonds can be
treated as nonconventional hydrogen bonds. The unusual,
nonconventional character of the gold cluster as a proton
acceptor in the latter hydrogen bonds makes them rather
particular, in the following:

(a) The H-bond stretching vibrational modeνσ(F‚‚‚Au) which
is partly coupled to the Au-F anchor stretch in the computed
IR spectra of the complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4

I slightly increases
with m: νσ(F‚‚‚Au) ) 138A, 141B cm-1 for m ) 2 (the
superscripts A and B indicate the basis sets used for the HF
molecules), 142A, 146B cm-1 for m ) 3, and 154A, 156B cm-1

for m ) 4.
(b) It directly follows from Table 2 that all F-H‚‚‚Au bonds

in Au3-(HF)2eme4
I are practically linear. For example, the bond

angle∠F7H8Au10 in Au3-(HF)4I ) 178.1°A and 178.5°B.

(c) The F-H bond in the F-H‚‚‚Au elongates relative to
that of the monomer. Asm increases from 2 to 4, there is a
slow decline in the elongation from the maximum value of ca.
0.04 Å that corresponds to the F3-H4 bond in Au3-(HF)2I and
that is almost twice larger than the elongation of the O-H bond
of the O-H‚‚‚Au nonconventional hydrogen bond is formed
in the formic acid- Au3 complex.11aNote also that this maximal
elongation is larger than the elongation by 0.024-0.026 Å that
the conventional H-bond F1-H2‚‚‚F3 experiences in the same
complex Au3-(HF)2I.

(d) For all the complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4
I, the H-bond

separationr(H‚‚‚Au) is shorter than 2.86 Å, and therefore
satisfies the van der Waals cutoff criterion. It narrows asm
increases, viz., from 2.24 to 2.25 Å atm ) 2 to 2.11-2.13 Å
atm) 4 and is actually much shorter than the H-bond separation
of the O-H‚‚‚Au and N-H‚‚‚Au H-bonds in the Au3- forma-
mide, formic acid, and DNA bases complexes.11 In addition,
the formation of the complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4

I tends to
strengthen the intramolecular conventional F-H‚‚‚F hydrogen
bonds within the HF clusters. This is clearly seen by comparing
their bond lengthsR(F-H) and r(H‚‚‚F), and the bond angles
∠FHF with those of the cyclic (HF)m clusters. RegardingR(F-
H), it is already noticed in (c) thatR(F-H) of the F-H‚‚‚F
bonds increases under formation of Au3-(HF)2eme4

I. As follows
from Figures 3, 4, and 6, the H-bond distances tend to shrink
by 0.221-0.227 Å for m ) 2, by 0.237-0.235 and 0.230-
0.226 Å for m ) 3, and by 0.073-0.075, 0.075-0.065, and
0.070-0.058 Å form) 4. This obviously facilitates the electron

TABLE 1: Selected Features of the Most Stable Complexes Au3-(HF)1eme4 and Au4ene7-(HF)2
a

complex Eb ∆Hf R(Au-F) ν(F-H)

Au3-HFI 3.3 -3.1 2.576 4033 (147)
3.1 -3.0 2.561 4009 (153)

Au3-HFII 3.6 -3.7 2.781 3727 (547)
3.4 -3.6 2.777 3689 (558)

Au3
ch-HFI 2.5 -2.5 3873 (418)

2.4 -2.3 3848 (408)
Au3

ch-HFII 2.1 -2.2 3779 (1056)
2.1 -2.1 3757 (1034)

Au3-(HF)2I 12.0 -12.4 2.414 3212 (1617), 3508 (767)
12.1 -12.6 2.392 3149 (1537), 3433 (849)

Au3-(HF)2II 4.9 -5.2 2.311 3504 (2245), 3880 (650)
4.8 -4.6 2.298 3469 (2306), 3832 (664)

Au3
ch-(HF)2I 5.8 -5.7 2.839 3602 (744), 3765 (212)

5.7 -5.6 2.838 3536 (781), 3708 (218)
Au3

ch-(HF)2II 5.2 -5.2 2.570 3611 (1051), 3752 (790)
5.2 -5.2 2.550 3559 (986), 3694 (882)

Au3-(HF)3I 13.6 -13.2 2.354 3018 (2539), 3294 (1755), 3451 (878)
14.2 -13.9 2.331 2942 (2318), 3203 (2100), 3371 (859)

Au3-(HF)3II 2.9 -1.9 2.584 3528 (921), 3741 (519), 3884 (632)
2.8 -1.8 2.570 3455 (1012), 3687 (544), 3853 (624)

Au3
ch-(HF)3 7.9 -7.3 2.411 3325 (1264), 3480 (1027), 3601 (499)

8.3 -7.8 2.381 3230 (1215), 3384 (1272), 3515 (478)
Au3-(HF)4I 9.7 -8.9 2.343 2989 (2620), 3222 (2248), 3373 (1981), 3455 (208)

10.1 -9.3 2.320 2912 (2299), 3122 (2842), 3286 (1981) ,3374 (172)
Au3-(HF)4II 2.6 -1.4 2.625 3190 (1160) ,3431 (1176), 3545 (1659), 3670 (942)

2.2 -1.2 2.624 3064 (1150), 3328 (1314), 3449 (1862), 3582 (997)
Au4-(HF)2 17.6 -17.9 2.350 3007 (1670), 3317 (663)
Au5-(HF)2I 5.1 -4.5 2.627 3473 (1392), 3655 (484)
Au5-(HF)2II 5.0 -4.4 2.577 3378 (1606), 3619 (597)
Au6-(HF)2 5.5 -5.0 2.619 3481 (1551), 3661 (536)
Au7-(HF)2I 7.5 -6.9 2.532 3451 (1342) 3615 (463)
Au7-(HF)2II 5.3 -4.6 2.600 3521 (1321), 3668 (604)
Au7-(HF)2III 5.9 -5.4 2.615 3383 (1862), 3636 (619)
Au7-(HF)2IV 4.4 -3.7 2.644 3555 (1374), 3693 (591)
Au7-(HF)2V 3.9 -3.0 3.017 3591 (1261), 3783 (341)

a The binding energyEb (including ZPVE, in kcal·mol-1) and the enthalpy of formation,∆Hf (kcal·mol-1), are defined with respect to the infinitely
separated monomers Au3ene7 (Au3

ch) and (HF)1eme4. The length of the anchor Au-F bond is given in Å. Frequencies of the stretching vibrational
modesν(F-H) are given in cm-1 and reported with their IR activities (in parentheses, km·mol-1). For Au3-(HF)1eme4, the upper entry corresponds
to the basis A(H,F) and the lower corresponds to B(H,F). For Au4ene7-(HF)2, the total basis set is RECP(Au)∪B(H,F).
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charge transfer between the proton donors and proton acceptors
and activates the F-H‚‚‚F bonds that are far from the anchor
bond. It is also shown in Figures 3, 4, and 6 that, while the
H-bond angle of the F1-H2‚‚‚F3 bond in Au3-(HF)2I slightly
decreases by 3.3-4.8° compared to that in the open hydrogen
fluoride dimer, the related bond angles in the complexes Au3-
(HF)3I and Au3-(HF)4I increase by 28-30° and 14-15°, with
respect to those in the cyclic HF clusters (HF)3 and (HF)4.
Therefore, the formation of the Au-F anchor and F-H‚‚‚Au

bondings in Au3-(HF)2eme4
I reinforces the bridged conventional

F-H‚‚‚F hydrogen bonds;
(e) The maximum red shift∆νF-H‚‚‚Au(F-H) ) 844A, 881B

cm-1 is predicted for the complex Au3-(HF)2I whose F3-H4

bond maximally elongates. Its IR activity, AIR, increases by a

Figure 3. Low-energy portion of the PES of Au3-(HF)2 obtained
within the B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP-
(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry) approaches. Some selected properties of
these complexes relevant for a further discussion are collected in Table
1. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles in deg. In addition,
the values of some bond angles of the structuresI : ∠Au5F1H2 ) 98.4°A,
98.0°B, ∠H2F3H4 ) 106.1°A, 106.0°B; and II : ∠H2F3H4 ) 115.5°A,
115.8°B.

Figure 4. Au3-(HF)3I complex obtained within the B3LYP/RECP-
(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry)
approaches. Its selected properties relevant for a further discussion are
collected in Table 1. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles
in deg. In addition, the values of some bond angles of Au3-(HF)3I:
∠Au5F1H2 ) 109.7°A, 109.5°B, ∠H2F3H4 ) 114.1°A, 113.9°B, ∠H4F5H6

) 114.8°A, 114.8°B.

Figure 5. Au3-(HF)3II complex obtained within the B3LYP/RECP-
(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry)
approaches. Its selected properties relevant for a further discussion are
collected in Table 1. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles
in deg. In addition, the values of some bond angles of the Au3-
(HF)3II: ∠H2F3H4 ) 95.9°A, 95.4°B, ∠H4F5H6 ) 99.1°A, 98.8°B,
∠H6F1H2 ) 90.5°A, 89.4°B.

Figure 6. Au3-(HF)4I complex obtained within the B3LYP/RECP-
(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry)
approaches. Its selected properties relevant for a further discussion are
collected in Table 1. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles
in deg. In addition, the values of some bond angles of Au3-(HF)4I:
∠Au5F1H2 ) 114.3°A, 114.4°B, ∠H2F3H4 ) 117.9°A, 118.8°B, ∠H4F5H6

) 118.0°A, 118.3°B, ∠H6F7H8 ) 115.6°A, 116.1°B.
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factor of about 12. It exceeds that in the formic acid-Au3

complex11aby a factor of ca. 2. Since the corresponding clusters
(HF)3 and (HF)4 are cyclic (Cnh-symmetric) and hence possess
only degenerate F-H stretching vibrational modes which are
IR-active (see ref 14), the comparison of theν(F-H) and the
ratio AIR(F-H‚‚‚Au)/AIR(F-H) for the complexes Au3-
(HF)3eme4

I is unsatisfactory. There is, however, another way
that consists of comparing the red shifts of the F-H‚‚‚Au bond
with those of the conventional F-H‚‚‚F ones, within the same
complex. The formation of the HF dimer causes a red shift of
150-160 cm-1 of the ν(F-H) stretch, along with an increase
of its IR activity by a factor of 4. A bonding of this HF dimer
to a three-gold cluster further downshifts theνF-H‚‚‚F(F-H)
stretch by 443A, 472B cm-1 and increases its IR activity by a
factor of ca. 1.6. Compared to the HF monomer, theνF-H‚‚‚F-
(F-H) stretch in Au3-(HF)2I gains a total red shift of 632 cm-1

at most, whereas the∆νF-H‚‚‚Au(F-H) shifts amounts to 38 (a
red shift in the HF dimer)+ 881) 919 cm-1. That is larger by
287 cm-1 compared to∆νF-H‚‚‚F(F-H). Finally, the fact that
the ratio of IR activities of the F-H stretches of the F-H‚‚‚Au
and F-H‚‚‚F bonds is equal to 2.1 corroborates the stronger
character of the former bond over the latter. Energetically
speaking and taking into account that the ratio∆νF-H‚‚‚Au(F-
H)/νF-H‚‚‚F(F-H) ≈ 1.45, one estimates the energy of formation
of the F-H‚‚‚Au bond as approximately equal to-7 to -4
kcal‚mol-1. It is worth also mentioning that the differenceνF-H‚
‚‚Au(F-H) - νF-H‚‚‚F(F-H) is equal to-276 cm-1 for m ) 3
and-233 cm-1 for m ) 4, and the corresponding ratiosAIR-
(νF-H‚‚‚Au(F-H))/AIR(νF-H‚‚‚F(F-H)) ) 1.4 and 1.2;

(f) The NMR isotropic chemical shiftδσiso(H) of the bridging
proton in the F-H‚‚‚Au bond in the studied complexes Au3-
(HF)2eme4

I is negative, as required if the hydrogen bond
formation induces a deshielding of the bridging proton.δσiso-
(H) amounts to-4.4A, -4.7B ppm for m ) 2 (see Table 2).
This shift nearly coincides withδσiso(H2) ) -4.3A, -4.8B ppm
of the bridging proton H2 that belongs to the conventional
hydrogen bond F1-H2‚‚‚F3 and is larger in absolute value than
δσiso(H) obtained for the formic acid-Au3 complex.11a As in
(e), a comparison of the NMR chemical shifts of Au3-
(HF)3eme4

I with those of the cyclic clusters (HF)3 and (HF)4 is
rather ill-defined. A more consistent procedure consists of
comparing the former with the conventional F-H‚‚‚F hydrogen
bond within the same complex. We find thatσiso(H6) - σiso-
(H2) ) 1.7 ppm andσiso(H6) - σiso(H4) ) 1.9 ppm form ) 3
andσiso(H8) - σiso(H2) ) 0.7 ppm,σiso(H8) - σiso(H4) ) 1.2
ppm, andσiso(H8) - σiso(H6) ) 1.1 ppm form ) 4. It is also
worth mentioning that the anisotropic shiftδσan(H4) ) 18.3A,

18.8B ppm in the complex Au3-(HF)2I is larger than that of
water dimer () 11.2 ppm).18c

A detailed comparison of the complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4
I

with the less stable ones, Au3-(HF)2eme4
II (see Figures 1, 3, 5,

and 7 and Table 1) leads us to postulate that the nonconventional
hydrogen bond F-H‚‚‚Au formed in the complexes Au3-
(HF)2eme4

I is the leading factor in their stabilization. Depending
on the character of bonding, the Au3-(HF)2eme4

II complexes
can be partitioned into two classes. The complex Au3-(HF)2II,
stabilized by the nonconventional H-bond F-H‚‚‚Au only (see
Figure 3 and Table 1), belongs, by definition, to the first class.
The other two, Au3-(HF)3II and Au3-(HF)4II (see Figures 5
and 7 and Table 1), formed solely by the anchor bond, are in
the second class. The difference between these two classes
comes from the number of HF molecules in the cluster: for
the first class, we form a larger “ring” (the analogue of (HF)3

or (HF)4) with a better H-bonded geometry in the (HF)m-part
and two additional intermolecular bonds, whereas for the second
class, we only slightly perturb the (HF)m ring and form only
one still weaker intermolecular bond (see, e.g., ref 19 for the
HF-rings with tails).

Let us consider the complex Au3-(HF)2II. Its nonconventional
hydrogen bonding is weaker than in Au3-(HF)2I since all the
features essential in identifying H-bonds (viz.,∆RI(F3-H4) -
∆RII(F3-H4) ) 0.014-0.015 Å, ∆νI(F3-H4) - ∆νII(F3-H4)
) -320 to -296 cm-1, and rI(H4‚‚‚Au6) - rII(H4‚‚‚Au6) )
-0.06 Å) indicate a weaker character. This implies that the
nonconventional hydrogen bonding interaction between Au3 and
(HF)2 is strong enough to provide a stabilization of the complex
alone, with a gain in energy of-4.9 to-4.8 kcal‚mol-1, hence
leading to a lower-bound estimate to the H-bond formation
energy |EHB| g 4.8-4.9 kcal‚mol-1. This is the important
feature showing that the anchor bonding is unable by itself to
stabilize a complex between a triangle gold cluster Au3 and
(HF)2. However, the anchor bond reinforces both the conven-
tional and nonconventional hydrogen bondings. Figure 8 il-
lustrates the above conclusion. It depicts the section of the PES
of Au3-(HF)2 as a function of the anchoring F1-Au5 distance
ranging from 2.0 to 3.7 Å. Asr(F1‚‚‚Au5) approaches 2.4 Å,
the energy plot exhibits a minimum corresponding to the
complex Au3-(HF)2I. When ther(F1‚‚‚Au5) further increases
to 3.7 Å, the anchoring no longer holds, which results in a
gradual decrease of the binding energy approximately toEb-
(Au3-(HF)2II) and a rather slow increase of the H-bond distance
r(H4‚‚‚Au6) within the range of 2.275-2.297 Å, that obviously
obeys the van der Waals cutoff condition.

TABLE 2: Selected Features of the Most Stable Complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4 Relevant to Prove Conditions ii-vi of the
Conventional Hydrogen Bonds Listed in Ref 11A (See Also Refs 1-9)a

condition Au3-(HF)2 Au3-(HF)3 Au3-(HF)4

ii ∠F3H4Au6 ) 168.3°A, 168.7°B ∠F5H6Au8 ) 176.8°A, 176.8°B ∠F7H8Au10 ) 178.1°A, 178.5°B

iii ∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.037A, 0.038B Å ∆R(F5-H6) ) 0.029A, 0.031B Å ∆R(F7-H8) ) 0.019A, 0.017B Å
iv r(H4‚‚‚Au6) ) 2.250A, 2.233B Å r(H6‚‚‚Au8) ) 2.167A, 2.151B Å r(H8‚‚‚Au10) ) 2.128A, 2.113B Å
v -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 844A, 881B cm-1 -∆ν(F5-H6)b ) 752A, 776B cm-1 -∆ν(F7-H8)b ) 517A, 490B cm-1

AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 12.2A, 11.5B AIR(F5-H6‚‚‚Au8)/AIR(F5-H6)b ) 3.4A, 2.9B AIR(F7-H8‚‚‚Au10)/AIR(F7-H8)b ) 1.4A, 1.1B

vi δσiso(H4) ) -4.4A, -4.7B ppm δσiso(H6)c ) -1.6A, -1.5B ppm δσiso(H8)c ) -0.1A, +0.4B ppm
δσiso(F3) ) -58.9A, -62.2B ppm δσiso(F5)c ) -56.6A, -57.3B ppm δσiso(F7)c ) -58.2A, -57.3B ppm
δσiso(Au6) ) 18.6A, 18.5B ppm δσiso(Au8) ) 20.7A, 20.5B ppm δσiso(Au10) ) 20.7A, 20.5B ppm
δσan(H4) ) 18.3A, 18.8B ppm δσan(H6)c ) 16.7A, 16.3B ppm δσan(H8)c ) 9.9A, 9.0B ppm
δσan(F3) ) 48.9A, 49.8B ppm δσan(F5)c ) -78.5A, -80.1B ppm δσan(F7)c ) 87.9A, 91.3B ppm
δσan(Au6) ) -39.5A, -40.4B ppm δσan(Au8) ) -41.2A, -41.8B ppm δσan(Au10) ) -40.9A, -41.6B ppm

a ∆ν(F-H) is a shift of the stretching modeν(F-H) taken with respect to the corresponding monomer andAIR stands for the IR activity.δσIso

andδσan (both in ppm) are taken with respect to the corresponding monomers. The two employed bases, A and B, for HF clusters are indicated by
the corresponding superscripts.b Relative to the asymmetric degenerate vibrational modes of the cyclic complexes (HF)3 and (HF)4, respectively.
c Relative to the NMR data of the cyclic complexes (HF)3 and (HF)4, respectively.
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On the contrary, the complexes Au3-(HF)3eme4
II that belong

to the second class are solely stabilized by the anchor bonding.
Because (HF)3 and (HF)4 remain therein cyclic, a F-H‚‚‚Au
nonconventional hydrogen bond cannot be formed, the anchor-
ing is hence unbalanced and the complexes Au3-(HF)3II and
Au3-(HF)4II are rather weakly bound:Eb(Au3-(HF)3II) ) 2.8-
2.9 andEb(Au3-(HF)4II) ) 2.2-2.6 kcal‚mol-1. They are even
slightly weaker than Au3-HFI as indicated by the fact that the
anchor bond in Au3-HFI is shorter by 0.01 and 0.05 Å than,

respectively, in Au3-(HF)3II and Au3-(HF)4II. The anchoring
bond is so weak in the latter complexes that it does not affect
much the three-gold cluster, perturbing its bonds by only 0.003-
0.01 Å.

Moreover, the H-bonded patterns in the HF rings of Au3-
(HF)3II and Au3-(HF)4II are perturbed unfavorably compared
to the isolated species. The reason is that their formation arises
due to the anchoring bond that perturbs their (HF)m rings and
destroys theCnh symmetry of these rings. As a consequence,
some of the hydrogen bonds which possess, within the isolated
(HF)m ring, equal lengths become lengthened, whereas the others
are shortened. The hydrogen bonds which are remote from the
Au3-“perturber” are almost unmodified. This pattern is indeed
very similar to the HF-rings with tails.19 Let us first consider
the complex Au3-(HF)3II. Since the Au7-anchoring to F1 lowers
the proton donor ability of F1, the F1-H2 bond is activated and
lengthened by∼ 0.01 Å compared to the isolated trimer (HF)3.
The neighboring F3-H4 bond remains unchanged. On the other
side of the ring, because of the Au7-F1 anchoring, the F1 atom
repels the F5-H6 bond which is thus contracted by 0.007 Å.
As a result, its stretching vibrational modeν(F5-H6) undergoes
a blue shift by ca. 170 cm-1. Altogether, the contraction of the
F5-H6 bond and the weakening of the proton acceptor-donor
ability of F1 due to its anchoring interaction with Au7 entirely

Figure 7. Au3-(HF)4II complex obtained within the B3LYP/RECP-
(Au)∪A(H,F) (top entry) and B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) (lower entry)
approaches. Its selected properties relevant for a further discussion are
collected in Table 1. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles
in deg. In addition, the values of some bond angles of Au3-(HF)4II:
∠H2F3H4 ) 106.6°A, 106.2°B, ∠H4F5H6 ) 106.5°A, 105.8°B, ∠H6F7H8

) 107.4°A, 106.6°B, ∠H8F1H2 ) 105.2°A, 104.4°B.

Figure 8. Section of the PES of Au3-(HF)2 as a function ofr(F1‚‚‚
Au5) ∈ [2.0 Å, 3.7 Å] relative to the total energy of monomers. The
insert depicts the optimized H-bond lengthr(H4‚‚‚Au6) as a function
of r(F1‚‚‚Au5) ∈ [2.0 Å, 3.7 Å].

Figure 9. Most stable complexes Au4ene6-(HF)2 obtained within the
B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) approach. The total dipole moment of the
complex Au4-(HF)2 amounts to 2.32 D whereas it is slightly lower,
2.13 D, for Au6-(HF)2. The complexes Au5-(HF)2I and Au5-(HF)2II

are less polar, 1.87 and 1.62 D, respectively. The H-bondνσ(F‚‚‚Au)
stretch of these complexes Au4-(HF)2, Au5-(HF)2I, Au5-(HF)2II, and
Au6-(HF)2 is equal to 138, 110, 110, and 110 cm-1, respectively. The
T-shape four-gold cluster Au4(C2V) has the following bond lengths:
r(Au5-Au7) ) r(Au7-Au8) ) 2.759,r(Au5-Au8) ) 2.626, andr(Au6-
Au7) ) 2.573 Å. Its electronic energy amounts to-543.921072 hartree,-
its ZPVE) 0.788 kcal‚mol-1, and its enthalpy is equal to-543.911499
hartree. The properties of the most stable clusters Au5ene7 are
summarized in ref 16. The bond lengths are given in Å and bond angles
in deg.
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results in a considerable weakening of the H-contact H5‚‚‚F1

and causes its elongation by ca. 0.2 Å (see Figure 5). Similar
changes occur in the H-bonded pattern of the complex Au3-
(HF)4II (Figure 7) where the F1-H2 bond in the vicinity of the
anchor bond Au9-F1 is elongated by 0.011 Å while the
neighboring bond F3-H4 only by 0.003 Å. The other two, more
distant bonds, F5-H6 and F7-H8, are correspondingly contracted
by 0.002 and 0.008 Å. Theν(F7-H8) stretch exhibits a large
blue shift of ca. 180 cm-1.

The energy difference between Au3-(HF)3eme4
I and Au3-

(HF)3eme4
II is rather large and reaches 10.7A, 11.4B kcal‚mol-1

at m ) 3 and 7.1A, 7.9B kcal‚mol-1 at m ) 4. These energy
differences cover approximately 79-80% and 75-78% of the
total binding energies of Au3-(HF)3I and Au3-(HF)4I, respec-
tively, thereby corroborating the above postulate of the leading
role of the nonconventional hydrogen bonding in the stabiliza-
tion of Au3-(HF)3I and Au3-(HF)4I. One can therefore roughly
estimate the energy EHB of formation of the nonconventional
hydrogen bond F-H‚‚‚Au in the planar complexes Au3-(HF)2I

and Au3-(HF)3I as equal to ca.-6 to -7 kcal‚mol-1. It is
natural to end this Subsection by asking whether the ability to
act as a nonconventional proton acceptor is a propensity of a
three-gold cluster only or if larger clusters of gold are alike.
This question is addressed in the next Subsection.

3.2. Potential Energy Surfaces of Au4ene7-(HF)2 Inter-
action. To answer the above question, let us consider Figures

9-11, where the most stable complexes Au4ene7-(HF)2 are
shown, and Tables 1 and 3, where their relevant properties are
gathered. First, we note that the F3-H4‚‚‚Au6 bond, that is
formed in all complexes Au4ene7-(HF)2 together with the
anchor Au5-F1 bond (except the less stable complex Au7-
(HF)2V, stabilized only by the F3-H4‚‚‚Au6 bond), satisfies all
the conditions i-vi of the conventional hydrogen bonds (ref
11a; see also refs 1-9), viz., ∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.019-0.046 Å
(condition iii), r(H‚‚‚Au) < 2.86 Å (van der Waals cutoff
condition iv), -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 475-1023 cm-1 (condition v),
and the NMR chemical shift of the bridging protonδσiso(H4)
) -0.8 to -6.2 ppm (condition vi). The F3-H4‚‚‚Au6 bond
can therefore be treated as a nonconventional hydrogen bond
of a moderate-strong type.

The strongest nonconventional hydrogen bond of the F-H‚
‚‚Au type within the entire series of the studied complexes
Au3ene7-(HF)1eme4 is found in the complex Au4-(HF)2. As a
working hypothesis, we suggest that its strongest character is
mainly the result of two factors. The first and major factor is
that the conventional donor group F3-H4 interacts with a singly
coordinated gold atom, Au6, that has a higher propensity to serve
as a proton acceptor than the 2-fold coordinated gold atom in
the complexes Au3-(HF)3eme4

I. As a result, the neighboring
Au6-Au7 bond is weakened and elongates by 0.02 Å (see Figure
9). The second one is that the Au5-F1 anchoring bond is
sufficiently strong (its length is equal to 2.350 Å; see Table 1)

TABLE 3: Selected Properties of the Most Stable Complexes Au4ene7-(HF)2 Obtained within the B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F)
Methoda

complex ∆R(F-H), Å r(H‚‚‚Au), Å ∆ν(F-H), cm-1 δσiso(H)

Au4-(HF)2 planar ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.032 2.177 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 588 δσiso(H2) ) -5.9
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.046 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 1023 δσiso(H4) ) -6.2

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.3
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 12.5

Au5-(HF)2I planar ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.013 2.383 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 250 δσiso(H2) ) -2.4
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.022 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 557 δσiso(H4) ) -2.9

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ≈ 1.0
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 10.4

Au5-(HF)2II nonplanar∠F3Au6Au8Au5 ) 35.3° ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.015 2.314 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 286 δσiso(H2) ) -2.7
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.027 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 652 δσiso(H4) ) -3.1

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.2
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 12.0

Au6-(HF)2 planar ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.013 2.335 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 244 δσiso(H2) ) -2.4
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.022 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 549 δσiso(H4) ) -3.2

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.1
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 11.6

Au7-(HF)2I nonplanar∠F3Au6Au9Au7 )163.2° ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.016 2.363 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 290 δσiso(H2) ) -3.0
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.023 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 579 δσiso(H4) ) -3.3

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 0.9
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 10.0

Au7-(HF)2II planar ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.013 2.398 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 237 δσiso(H2) ) -2.3
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.020 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 484 δσiso(H4) ) -2.5

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.2
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 9.9

Au7-(HF)2III nonplanar∠F3Au5Au10Au6 ) 34.7° ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.014 2.274 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 269 δσiso(H2) ) -2.8
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.027 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 647 δσiso(H4) ) -3.5

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.2
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 13.9

Au7-(HF)2IV planar ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.012 2.413 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 212 δσiso(H2) ) -3.5
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.019 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 475 δσiso(H4) ) -0.8

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 1.2
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 10.3

Au7-(HF)2V nonplanar∠F3Au5Au6Au8 )101.9° ∆R(F1-H2) ) 0.006 2.352 -∆ν(F1-H2) ) 122 δσiso(H2) ) -1.0
∆R(F3-H4) ) 0.018 -∆ν(F3-H4) ) 439 δσiso(H4) ) -2.3

AIR(F1-H2‚‚‚F3)/AIR(F1-H2) ) 0.7
AIR(F3-H4‚‚‚Au6)/AIR(F3-H4) ) 9.4

a The structures of these complexes are displayed in Figures 9-11. ∆R(F-H) is defined with respect to (HF)2. ∆ν(F-H) is a shift of the
stretching modeν(F-H) taken relative to the corresponding monomer, andAIR stands for its IR activity.δσIso (in ppm) is evaluated with respect
to the corresponding monomers. It is worthwhile to mention that the complex Au7-(HF)2III is also formed via binding of the HF Dimer to the
Au6-Au7 Bond of the 3D Complex Au7II (see Figure 3 in Ref 16B).
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to considerably affect the charge distribution: the differences
in the Mulliken charges amount to∆q(F1) ) -0.072,∆q(H2)
) 0.089, ∆q(F3) ) -0.062, ∆q(H4) ) -0.053, ∆q(Au5) )
0.211, and∆q(Au6) ) -0.016 |e| relative to those in the
monomers. In view of the properties of this nonconventional
hydrogen bond, primarily a large elongation of the F3-H4 bond
by 0.046 Å and the significant red-shiftcomprising of 1023
cm-1, we refer to it as a moderate-strong (ionic) nonconventional
hydrogen bond.

Interestingly, the properties of the most stable complexes
Au3ene7-(HF)2, gathered in Tables 1 and 3 and needed for
proving that the F-H‚‚‚Au bond formed therein shares all basic
features with a conventional hydrogen bond, exhibit clear odd-
even size oscillations. The latter are typical of neutral gold
clusters (see ref 16a and references therein). In the present
context, they indicate that even-size Au2k-(HF)2 complex
possesses a more stable F-H‚‚‚Au bond than the neighboring
odd-size Au2k-1-(HF)2 one. Notice however that the above
conjecture is obviously deduced from a limited number of
complexes which are studied in the present work and might
not therefore reflect a general trend. It is finally worth
mentioning that, as follows from Tables 1 and 3, a less-
coordinated gold atom (1 forn ) 3, 4; 3 forn ) 5; 4 for n )
6; and 2 forn ) 7) better serves as a nonconventional proton
acceptor to the donor F-H group of the HF dimer.

4. Summary

This work provides computational data that allow to un-
equivocally interpret the F-H‚‚‚Au bonds, formed between
small neutral clusters of gold and the hydrogen fluoride

molecules, as nonconventional hydrogen ones. For all essential
H-bonding features, the bonds of this type existing in the most
stable complexes Au3-(HF)2eme4

I are stronger than the O-H‚‚‚
Au and N-H‚‚‚Au bonds previously investigated.11

The mechanism of formation of the most stable complexes,
Au3ene7-(HF)2eme4, relies on a cooperative interplay between
the gold-halogen anchoring and the nonconventional hydrogen
bonding where the latter often plays a key role. This drastically
contrasts with the earlier studied systems11 where the formation
of either the Au-O or Au-N anchor bond is a crucial
prerequisite for the O-H‚‚‚Au and N-H‚‚‚Au nonconventional
H-bonding. In the most stable systems discussed here, covalent
bonding, charge transfer, and electrostatic effects contribute to
the Au-F anchoring and are mainly responsible for charge
redistribution in both the gold and HF clusters subsystems.
Within the gold cluster, the charge redistribution enhances the
propensity of a given gold cluster to act as a nonconventional
proton acceptor with the conventional proton donor. Within the
HF cluster, it activates the neighboring F-H bond and, through
the HF chain, intensifies backward the gold-halogen anchor
bond. It is also inferred that the propensity of the unanchored
Au atom to behave as a nonconventional proton acceptor is
enhanced the less is its coordination number. This finding agrees
with the recent conclusion by Freund and co-workers20 that the
chemical reactivity of gold nanoparticles originates from to the
presence of lower-coordinated atoms of gold. It is precisely the
case in the complex Au4-(HF)2 where the existence of a singly

Figure 10. Most stable complexes Au7-(HF)2I-III obtained within the
B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) approach. Their total dipole moments
amount to 1.89, 1.60, and 2.24, respectively. Due a comparable entropy
effect, ∆S ) S(Au7-(HF)2I) - S(Au7-(HF)2II) ≈ 2.7 cal‚mol-1‚T-1,
the Gibbs energy difference∆G298 ) G298(Au7-(HF)2I) - G298(Au7-
(HF)2II) amounts to-1.5 kcal‚mol-1. The bond lengths are given in Å
and bond angles in deg.

Figure 11. Most stable complexes Au7-(HF)2IV-V obtained within
the B3LYP/RECP(Au)∪B(H,F) approach. Their total dipole moments
are equal to 2.11 and 2.95 D, respectively. A comparable entropy effect
is also predicted for the last two complexes, viz.,∆S) S(Au7-(HF)2V)
- S(Au7-(HF)2IV) ≈ 5.3 cal‚mol-1‚T-1, that turns their Gibbs energy
difference∆G298 ) G298(Au7-(HF)2V) - G298(Au7-(HF)2IV) to the
positive value of 0.9 kcal‚mol-1. The bond lengths are given in Å and
bond angles in deg.
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coordinated Au atom in the T-shape Au4 cluster promotes the
formation of a strong nonconventional F-H‚‚‚Au hydrogen
bond. A strong character of this H-bond is reflected by a large
red shift ∆ν(F-H) equal to 1023 cm-1 and by a large NMR
isotropic shiftδσiso of the corresponding bridging proton of-6.2
ppm.

We anticipate that the estimates of the red shifts of the∆ν-
(F-H) stretching vibrational modes and of the energetics of
the formation of the anchor and nonconventional F-H‚‚‚Au
hydrogen bondings determined above could be relevant for
controlling the complexation of hydrogen fluoride clusters on
gold particles. We also suggest that such nonconventional
hydrogen bonding in the HF clusters adsorbed on gold surfaces
could be characterized by IR spectroscopy, which therefore
makes this bonding particularly useful as a recognition pattern
in a surface catalysis involving gold particles.
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